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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9524727A1] Inertia circuit breaker for a motor vehicle electric storage battery comprising a metallic ball (7) held under pressure on its
seats (5A, 5B) by a spring washer (25) calibrated for applying pressure to the ball (7) which, on impact, is releasable from its seat by dynamic inertia.
The stationary lower abutment seat (5A) and the movable upper abutment seat (5B) each consist of a lead alloy or similar washer comprising
a preformed impression. The housing (35) of the circuit breaker is incorporated into the battery at the usual location of one of its terminals. The
housing (35) is fastened and bonded to the upper battery wall (38). The upper seat (5B) of the ball (7) is inserted into the lower end of a rod (9)
provided with a shoulder for insertion into the central hole (40) of the washer (25) for applying pressure to the ball (7) on its lower seat (5A). Said
rod (9), which is screwed and locked into the battery terminal (41), is capable of sliding in the cover (37) of said housing, the lower seat (5A) being
inserted into the head of a rivet (42) passing through the base of the housing and holding a connecting cable lug onto the corresponding pole of the
battery.
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